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Here is the list of deliverables requirements for Film 400. This is an industry 
standard set of things you need to do to send your work off to be mixed 
professionally.  

 
Description of Deliverables 

Quicktime File of film with BITC (Burn in Time Code). Timecode must be continuous and uninterrupted, 
beginning at 09:58:30:00 with 1 minute of colour bars and reference tone, then slate (ID of film 
title/filmmaker) and black leading up to program start at 10:00:00:00 (hours, minutes, seconds, frames). 
There must be an audio/video reference (2 Beep) at 09:59:58:00. 

Before starting, make a copy of your Sequence and do all following steps on that Sequence. 
 
Set up your timecode beginning at 9:58:30:00 
 
Stretch open the bin with your Sequence in it. Find the “Start” column.  Edit it so the Timecode should read 
09:58:30:00. 
 
Add Colour Bars 
 
Find the folder “Avid NTSC Countdowns and Bars” on your desktop. 
Import the file “SMPTE_Bars.tif”.  
Make sure ALL your tracks are enabled. 
Use the Splice in Tool (Yellow Arrow under the Program Monitor) to copy colour bars to the front of your 
film until their duration is exactly one minute (typically two 30 second clips) 
Import the 1000hz.wav file and paste it under the Colourbars 
 
Add Black Space 
Choose “Load Filler” from the Viewer Title Dropdown (typically where you see the name of your clip). 
Switch your timecode readout dropdown (at top centre of viewer) to ABSOLUTE 
Mark an in point at the beginning. Mark an Out point at :29:29. This should fill out the space between your 
colourbars and the start of your film (which should start at 00:00:00:00).  
Make sure ALL your tracks are enabled. 
Splice in the filler. 
 
 
Add Slate 
Make a title with the title of the film, name of director, and date. Drop this on a free track above your Filler 
and place it so it is about 10 seconds long right after your Colour bars. 
 
Two Beep 
(check media creation to ensure that the Import format is DNxHD 145) 
Find the “Countdown B&W.mov” in the “Avid NTSC Countdowns and Bars” and import into your project.  
Use the Overwrite tool (red) to paste the so that the “2” frame lines up with the 09:59:58:00 frame. It’s best 
to mark an end point at the “2” and zoom in so you can slide it back so it is exactly on that frame.  
 
  



Sync Beeps 
3/ There must be ten seconds of black after program ends. Within that 10 seconds of black there must be 
three audio/video sync reference beeps. The first tail beep should fall on a zero (00) frame, and the beeps 
should be spaced 10 frames apart. 

If you have trouble adding black to the end of an Avid project, place an audio track at the end and set the 
autogain to zero with a single keyframe. 
You can create a beep by downloading a 1000Hz tone as a wav file and cut out a single frame of it and 
place it on the timeline as per instructions. 

Add Burn in Time Code 
 
Make sure all your Video and Audio tracks are active. 
Make a new video track. Set your monitor to this top track. Open your effects palette from the Project 
window and choose Generator -> Timecode Burn-In. Drop this effect on your top empty track. Open the 
effect editor and open the “Appearance” tab and make the font size bigger.  
 
 
Audio 
 
Move your audio tracks to match this: 
To ensure your clips do not move left/right, snap your scrubber to the front of the audio clip and 
Drag down to the correct track and Snap to the scrubber.  
 
Track 1-4 – Dialogue – Pan LEFT 
Track 5-6 – Sound Effects – Pan RIGHT 
Track 7-8 – Music – Pan RIGHT 

Pan your audio 
 
Open your Tools – Audio Mixer 
Make sure Audio Mixer is in “Clip” Mode. 
Make sure you can see all 8 tracks. If you see only 4 tracks – click the 4 and it will increase. 
For each track you have audio on, move your scrubber to the first clip. 
Make sure it is highlighted (for instance Track 1 should be blue at the bottom of the Mixer). 
Pull down or up on the Pan Dial to change it. Pull it so it reads L100 for PAN LEFT and R100 for PAN 
RIGHT. 
Then from the Hamburger menu on the top of the mixer choose “Set Pan on Track - Pan”. 
This will set all clips to have the same pan on the whole track. 
Do this for all tracks and make sure they are panned by scrubbing through and watching the dials. 
YOU HAVE THE SCRUBBER OVER A CLIP FOR THIS TO WORK. IF THERE ARE NO CLIPS ON A 
TRACK, IGNORE IT. 
 
OMF Files 
 
Create an AAF Audio file. 
Select your Sequence, right click and select Export. 
Click Options and under “Export As” choose “AAF” 
Unclick “Include all Video/Data Tracks in Sequence”.   

Handle Length Should be 90  
Convert Audio File Format to AIFF-C (OMF) 
Audio Should be “Embedded in AAF” 



 
 
EDL 

EDL is currently broken in Avid, but you can find it under Menu -> Output -> EDL. 

AVID: Output -> EDL 
The Avid EDL Manager pops up, if it doesn't click Windows DL MGR from the Menu. 
Click Get Sequence to bring the sequence you are working on into the EDL manager. 
Turn off Audio by clicking on all the video tracks and turning them to "-". 
Select File -> Save As and save to your disk. 

Picture Only EDL 

AVID: Output -> EDL 
The Avid EDL Manager pops up, if it doesn't click Windows DL MGR from the Menu. 
Click Get Sequence to bring the sequence you are working on into the EDL manager. 
Turn off Audio by clicking on all the audio tracks and turning them to "-". 
Select File -> Save As and save to your disk. 

	  


